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Observation of Three-Magnon Light Scattering inCuGeO3
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Temperature and magnetic field dependent polarized Brillouin spectra of CuGeO3 are reported. In
addition to a bound singlet state at 30 cm21, a new feature has been observed at 18 cm21. This feature
is interpreted in terms of a novel three-magnon light scattering process between excited triplet
[S0031-9007(97)04862-X]
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The unusual properties of low-dimensional antiferr
magnetic Heisenberg spin chains, such as the occurre
of the Haldane gap [1], low energy quantum fluctuatio
and dominant spin-wave continua [2], and the magne
elastic spin-Peierls (SP) transition [3], have attracted
interest of both experimental and theoretical physici
over the past two decades. Recently, this interest
been boosted once more by the discovery [4] of a
transition in the inorganic compound CuGeO3. This in-
organic nature of CuGeO3 increased tremendously th
possibilities for experimental studies of a SP system [
These, in turn, intensified the theoretical efforts to und
stand the properties of CuGeO3 and of frustrated dimer-
ized S  1y2 antiferromagnetic spin chains in general.

To first approximation, CuGeO3 is described as a frus
trated quasi-one-dimensionalS  1y2 isotropic Heisen-
berg antiferromagnet coupled to the elastic degrees
freedom of the lattice. Because of this coupling, the s
tem undergoes a SP transition atTSP  14 K to a dimer-
ized nonmagnetic ground state. Frustration in this sys
arises from competing antiferromagnetic nearest-neigh
(nn) and next-nearest-neighbor (nnn) interactions (Jnn 
120 160 K, a  JnnnyJnn  0.24 0.37 [6–8]). The in-
fluence of interchain coupling [9] will be discussed lat
in this Letter.

The spin-Peierls transition results from the instabil
of spin-chain systems towards dimerization. The gain
magnetic energy overcompensates the necessary el
energy ~d2 (d: dimerization amplitude). Fora , ac

(ac  0.241 [10]), this gain is proportional tod4y3 [11].
For a . ac the gain is even linear ind since the
magnetic system in itself already breaks the translatio
symmetry [10,12]. In this case, the magnetic system a
displays a relatively small energy gapDfrus without lattice
dimerization.
0031-9007y97y79(25)y5138(4)$10.00
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Inelastic light scattering (ILS) has proven to be a se
sitive technique to study magnetic excitations in CuGeO3
[13–16]. It is the aim of this Letter to show the exis
tence of a, so far, unobserved type of magnetic scatt
ing process in gapful, low-dimensional spin systems. Th
scattering process was seen by temperature and magn
field dependent polarized Brillouin scattering experimen
in the SP phase of CuGeO3.

The single crystals used in this study were grown b
two different groups [17,18] using a traveling floatin
zone method. We did not note any qualitative differenc
between crystals from the two sources. The crystals w
cleaved along the (100) planes to obtain a virgin surfa
and mounted in a He flow cryostat (stabilized withi
60.1 K). Polarized Brillouin spectra were recorded i
a 90± geometry using a Sandercock-type tandem Fab
Perot spectrometer, with the 514.5 nm line of an Ar1 laser
as the excitation source (incident fluence#140Wycm2).
Because of the transparency of the CuGeO3 samples
heating effects were estimated to be less than 0.5
The advantage of Brillouin spectroscopy is its hig
contrast close to the laser line. For the experime
presented a particular small mirror spacing of100 mm is
used to achieve the necessary large free spectral ra
of 50 cm21. To ease comparison with Raman spect
we choose cm21 as energy scale (1 cm21  30 GHz 
0.125 meV).

In ILS the opening of the magnetic gap in the SP pha
is evidenced by the appearance of a sharp asymme
peak in the spectrum at about 30 cm21 [13,14]. The
appearance of this mode is depicted in Fig. 1(a), whi
displays (ZZ) polarized Brillouin spectra (Z k chains) for
several temperatures in the vicinity of the SP transitio
At the lowest temperature a clear, asymmetric, resolutio
limited peak is observed at 30 cm21. With increasing
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. ZZ polarized Brillouin spectra for several tempera
tures showing the singlet bound state response (a) (the cu
have been given an offset for clarity), a thermally induced lo
energy scattering process belowTSP (b), and the disappearance
of the scattering intensity forT . TSP (c). The inset in (a)
shows theT dependence of the peak intensity of the singl
bound state response.

temperature the observed peak shifts to lower energ
and strongly broadens. This is evidently associated w
the closure of the SP gap upon approaching the
transition at 14 K. The inset of Fig. 1(a) shows the pe
intensity of the singlet bound state response as a funct
of temperature. An extrapolation of the peak intensi
beyond 13 K is in good agreement with the SP transiti
temperature (TSP  14 K).

It is evident from the Brillouin spectra in Fig. 1 tha
the 30 cm21 mode is not the only low energy excitation
This is more clearly depicted in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c
which show the data on an expanded intensity sca
One observes a low energy shoulder in spectra betw
TSP and 7 K. TheT dependence of the frequency an
peak intensity of this shoulder are shown in Figs. 2(
and 2(b) (filled symbols), respectively. AtT  13 K,

FIG. 2. (a) Temperature dependence of the energy
the singlet bound state (open symbols) and the 18 cm21

(filled symbols) response. Solid lines are guides to the e
(b) Temperature dependence of the intensity of the 18 cm21

shoulder (filled symbols). The solid line demonstrates t
activated T dependence of the intensity of the 18 cm21

response (see text).
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the shoulder is found at about 13 cm21. As T is
decreased, it is shifted towards higher energies,
simultaneously loses its intensity until it finally become
unobservable at about 5 K. Apparently, theT dependence
of the frequency of this shoulder is similar to tha
found for the 30 cm21 singlet bound state respons
[Fig. 2(a), open symbols]. Furthermore, we did not fin
any intensity on the anti-Stokes side of the spec
consistent with the thermal suppression of the intens
Ianti2StokesyIStokes ~ expf2h̄vyskBTdg in this frequency
and temperature range.

The unusualT dependence of the intensity of th
18 cm21 shoulder strongly indicates that the scatterin
process involved is due to transitions betweenexcited
states. It implies also that this shoulder is distinct from t
structure observed in Raman scattering experiments in
same frequency region, but at a rather low temperatu
T  2 K, which has tentatively been assigned to on
magnon scattering [16]. We did not find any signature
the latter mode. The shoulder observed here is fully (ZZ)
polarized. No scattering intensity could be observed
crossed (ZY) or circular (Zc) polarization of the scattered
light. Also no magnetic field dependence could be fou
up to 6 T. These facts rule out a one-magnon proce
which should have an antisymmetric Raman tensor a
should display Zeeman splitting.

For a better understanding, let us recall the lo
lying excitations in dimerized frustrated spin chains (s
Fig. 3). For T . TSP we have no dimerization (d 
0) and, depending on the value ofa, Fig. 3(a) [2] or
Fig. 3(b) [19] applies. In the dimerized SP phase (T ,

TSP ) we haved . 0, and a gapD opens between the
singlet ground state and the lowest elementary trip
excitations (S  1, “magnons”). These triplets (Fig. 3
thick solid line) are again separated by a gapD from the
two-magnon continuum (Fig. 3, shaded area) starting
2D [20]. For d not too small, there is no qualitative
difference betweena , ac and a . ac [see Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d)]. In addition to theS  1 excitations, a well-
defined singlet mode is predicted below the continuu
[Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), dashed lines] [20,21]. It can b
viewed as a singlet bound state of two antiparal
magnons [20]. The energy difference from the continuu
onset at2D is its binding energy. Larger dimerization
lowers, whereas larger frustration enhances the sing
binding effect [20,22].

The existence of a continuum aboveTSP in CuGeO3
is confirmed by Raman [14] and inelastic neutron [2
scattering experiments. The opening of a gap in the m
netic excitation spectrum was experimentally verified
CuGeO3 using a variety of methods [4,24–26]. Firs
neutron experiments on the magnetic excitation spectr
of CuGeO3 in the SP phase showed the existence of
single branch of well defined elementary triplet excit
tions [24]. Recently, inelastic neutron scattering expe
ments revealed that these elementary triplet excitatio
5139
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FIG. 3. Schematic representations of the magnetic excita
spectrum expected for aS  1y2 Heisenberg antiferromagneti
chain: with dimerization, (c) and (d); with frustration, (b) an
(d). Thin solid line: onset of the continuum ofS  1 or S  0
excitations. Shaded area: continuum (no statement on s
tral weights is made). Thick solid line: elementary magn
excitation S  1. Dashed line: bound state singlet excit
tions. The vertical arrows describe the three-magnon scatte
(see text).

are separated from a continuum starting at about tw
the gap [27]. The singlet bound state below the on
of the continuum is visible in ILS data at 30 cm21 [see
Fig. 1(a)] relatively close to the continuum onset [13,1
Initially, it was suggested that this mode is due to a bou
two-magnon state [13]. Other authors [14–16] identifi
this peak as being due to a direct two-magnon scatte
process from the SP gap excitations, based on the nea
incidence of this peak with twice the SP gap. Later, ho
ever, Raman experiments under pressure confirmed
former hypothesis of a bound two-magnon singlet sta
as its binding energy strongly increases upon increas
pressure due to an enhancement of the frustrationa [22].

We now propose an explanation for the 18 cm21

shoulder which is consistent with the above observatio
Within standard Fleury-Loudon theory [28] for ILS in
magnetic solids, the transition operator for a dimeriz
and frustrated spin chain (see also [29]) is of the type

R 
X

i

sss1 1 s21diddddSi ? Si11 1 gSi ? Si12 . (1)

This operatorR conserves the total spin since it is a scal
In order to gain insight into possible scattering processe
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is allowed to work in the limit of strong dimerization with
d close to unity. This point of view has proved to be ver
useful for a qualitative understanding [9,20]. In this limi
the ground state is a product of local singlets at the stro
bonds (henceforth called dimers). A magnon excitatio
consists of one triplet at one of the dimers. Because of t
residual weak bonds, these triplets acquire a dispersio
The application ofR in (1) on the ground state creates
two triplets on adjacent dimers combined toS  0. Thus
a light scattering experiment atT  0 probes essentially
the two-magnon subspace, displaying a continuum and
bound singlet state below the continuum onset [20].

At finite temperature we may also start from the
situation where one magnon is already excited. Th
application ofR at T fi 0 might (i) create twoadditional
adjacent triplets somewhere (two-magnon scattering)
(ii) convert one triplet into two adjacent triplets. The
latter process is what we call a three-magnon scatteri
process. Spin conservation requires that these two tripl
are combined toS  1.

For illustration, let us consider four spinsS1, S2, S3,
andS4 forming two singletss12 ands34. We denote the
singlet product asjs, sl, omitting the site indices. This
state is the ground state ford ! 1. We useR  S2 ? S3

as the Raman operator withR  Sz
2Sz

3 1 s1y2d sS1
2 S2

3 1

S2
2 S1

3 d. Application ofR on js, sl yields

Rjs, sl  s1y4d s2jt0, t0l 1 jt1, t21l 1 jt21t1ld , (2)

wheret0,61 denotes the triplet state with the correspond
ing Sz component. The total spin before and after th
application ofR is zero. Process (2) creates two elemen
tary magnons and corresponds to theT  0 situation and
to process (i) above. If we choosejt0, sl as the initial state
to describe process (ii), the result is

Rjt0, sl  s1y4d s2js, t0l 1 jt1, t21l 2 jt21, t1ld . (3)

Here, the total spin before and after the application o
R is unity. The first term in (3) does not change th
number of magnons in the system. The other terms indu
a transition from one to two magnons thus incrementin
the number of magnons by one. This is the three
magnon process (ii). Note that this process is lost in an
bosonic description (Holstein-Primakov or bond operato
of antiferromagnets, where only the quadratic terms a
kept. For this reason, we conclude that the three-magn
process is a generic feature in gapful, low-dimension
spin liquids which arenot described by Néel-type states.

Treating the magnons like independent bosons, theT
dependence of the intensity of the three-magnon proce
is given by

I ~ nsvid f1 1 nsvf1dg f1 1 nsvf2dg , (4)

wherensvd is the Bose distribution function andvi , vf1,
and vf2 are the magnon energies of the initial magno
and the two final magnons, respectively. ForT ø D ø
23 K, one hasI ~ nsvid, which for T  0 vanishes since
there are no excited magnons in the system anymore.
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Returning to the 18 cm21 response observed in th
Brillouin spectra (Fig. 1), we interpret this structure no
as theonset of a continuumof momentum conserving ver
tical (D $q  0) transitions from the lowest magnon bran
(thick line in Fig. 3) to the two-magnon continuum o
S  1 excitations (shaded area in Fig. 3) [see verti
arrows in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. The three-magnon sc
tering relies on the same operatorR as does the rest o
the Brillouin spectrum. It therefore obeys the same
lection rules, in excellent agreement with experiment, a
conserves the total spin and each spin component. T
there is no shift or splitting in a magnetic field as o
served experimentally. In view of the low temperatur
of the experiments, one expects that the major contri
tion to the scattered intensity comes from transitions w
an initial state which has an energy comparable to the
gapD  2.1 meV. The onset of the observed scatteri
is therefore determined by the energy difference betw
the onset of the continuum at about2D  4.2 meV [27]
and the SP gap which is againD  2.1 meV. This is in
good agreement with the data in Fig. 1. The tempera
dependence of the intensity at 18 cm21 [Fig. 2(b)] is also
found to agree well with the expected dependence
This is shown in Fig. 2(b) by the solid line which is ca
culated usingvi  vf1  vf2  D  2.1 meV. Since
the softening of the 18 cm21 structure follows the same
behavior as both the singlet bound state response
the spin-Peierls gap [see Fig. 2(a)], one may concl
that all excitations depicted in Fig. 3 renormalize in t
same manner until they merge with the continuum
the uniform isotropicS  1y2 Heisenberg antiferromag
net [2,14,23] at the phase transition.

So far, we have discussed the energies of the th
magnon process in CuGeO3 on the basis of ad 
1 model. In order to demonstrate that the interch
coupling does not change the picture qualitatively,
refer to thed . 1 dispersion calculated in Ref. [9] (se
Fig. 4 therein). If we start from the magnon at the zo
center $qi  s0, 0, 0d with vi  2.5 meV, we may induce
a momentum conserving transition to the magnons w
minimum energyvf1  vf2  D  2.1 meV at $qf1 
s0, 1, 1y2d and at $qf2  2 $qf1. This leads to an onset a
2 3 2.1 2 2.5  1.7 meV or 14 cm21. All transitions at
other points in the Brillouin zone lead to larger values
the onset. Inspection of Fig. 1 shows that the onse
14 cm21 is also (perhaps even better) compatible with
experiment. Thus, our explanation is not restricted to
(simplified)d  1 picture of CuGeO3.

In conclusion, we have reported on a low energy tra
sition in CuGeO3 observed in Brillouin scattering. Thi
transition is assigned to a novel three-magnon scatte
process between the lowest triplet branch and the con
uum of triplet states in CuGeO3, in excellent agreemen
with the experimental results for energy, temperature
pendence, magnetic field dependence, and polarization
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lection rules. The three-magnon process is expected to
a generic feature in gapful, low-dimensional spin system
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